SAMPLE OF PERSONALITY HIGHLIGHTS
1) Mental Processes
Cumulative Thinker. Takes sometime to absorb information but whatever
James learns something, he tends to remember it much longer. He learns easier
through experiencing it himself rather than just observing.
Not only that, experiences and facts are his sources before making any decision.
He takes time to think and work. Well, he might be someone who is also creative.
2) Emotions
Deep & Enduring feelings. Confronting with any emotional situation will stay
with him longer. If a friend of him has hurt James’ feelings, don’t expect James
will forget about what his friend had done although he is forgiven.
3) Social Traits
Good Listener. A positive trait in communication. Being able to spend the time
to listen to what someone speaks is not easy if you are a selective listener.
Open-minded and honest. Only at certain situations, James prefer to keep the
topic as something which is sensitive and need not reveal to anyone of concern.
4) Ambition
Independent. His own opinions and principles are priority in his life. He
might reject the influence of others and prefer to stand on his own feet.
Optimism leads to clear and effective thinking. James may be a slow
starter who bit by bit allows his confidence and enthusiasm to grow. He pulls
himself up out of negative attitude and does all he can to meet his goals. He
might be afraid that he might not be able to proceed in achieving his goals, but
there is a sense of responsibility which pushes him to reach the finish line. This
character will be a strong trait if he were to improve in building up his selfesteem.
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Determination. Possess strong emotion towards himself and his main
achievement. He knows that if he wants it, he will do it although having to put his
entire energy for it.
5) Fears (Barriers that might hinder goals towards achievement)
Missing i-dots in handwriting indicates there can be an improvement in
memory, remembering things that should be done. Or things that should be done
today, should not be done the next day.
Self-Esteem is a vital character. Possessing other strong characters but
on the other hand has a low self-esteem will not bring one to their goals.
Why? Because deep down inside, he do not believe in himself. Low self-image
fears failure and change that could bring failure. The low stem heights in the
handwriting supports the self-esteem personality. Writer does not set high goals
or plan very far in the future.
He should improve in his self-esteem (an important quality in
personality).With good self-esteem, he will feel better and he will have a stronger
believe and confidence to handle any obstacles which hinders the road to
success.
[Graphotheraphy techniques: Try raising your t-bar higher]

6) Goals
James will get involved in anything. Time, money or energy is not the main
issue. He might get involve in anything which may or may not be related to him,
whether he can afford the time or money on it.
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7) Aptitude (Skills)
Desire for culture such as travel, writing, adventure and in James, who’s
artistic and intelligent, with support from the content of his handwriting, he is
probably more into music. He might be also skilful in using his words.
His strengths in the arena is supported by the type thinking pattern he possess,
cumulative.
8) James projects himself to public as someone who is able to stand on his own
feet and a person with fluid thoughts. Mind is able to flow easily from one
thoughts to the other, and may be able to talk out of tight situations. This is
provided that he is able to overcome his fears and restraint.
James aims to strive for achievement towards his interest is not something
that is impossible. He has already possessed the skills and character. The only
important point which he has to improve on in order to obtain what he wants is to
overcome the barriers.
The obstacle that might be in him now is how he looks at himself. He has
to overcome the negative thoughts in his mind. He should feel positive, think
positive and be confident in himself in order to move forward. Positive mind and
preparedness is the key to look into himself as someone who ‘can do it’.
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